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ALCATRAZ (ieee (NFOGANES) 
Alcatraz 1993 is once again home to the most 
de aren ath wei seven: Miguel Sard? 

~The godfather of drugs has established his 
on the Island of Alcatraz which has been 

“distressed area” We shoes wy shots Keble, Tek 
CIA enrols you to drive out the drug tycoon from his - 
fortress lair and capture him. 

« FORMAT: 16M, AMIGA 

a rsie (CINEPLAY} 
Over one thousand years in the future, trapped in a new 
st 
@ mad scientist and YOU are the stars in an epic 
cinematic adventure set in the ruins of Washington D.C. 
A completely non-linear design, randomized set-ups 
and multiple endings for replayability are @ feature in Free 
DC which help create @ new directon in adventure gaming. 
« FORMAT: IBM 

GRAND PRIX (MICROPROSE) 
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be one 
of those 26 drivers, revving on the grid, waiting for the 
green light to start you off on 2 mayhem of crashing of 
gears, smoke, roaring engines and burning rubber? 
Well strap on your seat belt, because simulation 

teamed up to engineer the only complete 
“4 Formula One Grand Prix simulation. 

hee Siesta « FORMAT: IBM, AMIGA 
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available : either strategy or arcade. Beware of 
confrontations with gladiators! | 

FORMAT: AMIGA, ATARI, IBM. : 

CIVILIZATION (WICROPROSE) | 
You dictate how your civilization grows by controlling the 
technologies It discovers - mastery of one technology 
provides the opportunity to learn new ones, You eopbed 
the one person in history who builds an empire that never 
falls. The destiny of your civilization is in your hands, will 
your culture be the one that achieves earthly immortality? 
« FORMAT: AMIGA, IBM, C54. | 
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HIER ROME 
Fate of Atlantis: On a quiet afternoon at Bamett College, 
everyone's favourite professor, Dr, Henry “Indiana™ 
Jones, Jr, is approached by a mysterious stranger. The 
man seeks Indy's appraisal of an’ancient artefact which 
Sones one fake... Or the Key to an: unknown 
civilisation: Once again, indy finds himself in arace 
against the Nazis, and this ime the secrets ofthe jos 

~ city of Allantis are at stake! - 
« FORMAT: IBM 

PEUEOSLE. (CORE DESIGNS) 
Heimdall is the child warrior. who will lead his viking 
people to victory in the battle of Ragnarok, According to 
Norse legend, he has been born with divine powers. 
Using. exceptional graphics.for major impact and an 
isometric viewpoint for the play area, Heimdall is based 
around three separate. Viking worlds: The world of men, 
the world of. giants, and the home of the gods. 

FORMAT: AMIGA, Atari, IBM. 

ACES OFTHE PACT cam 
Step back In history and experience. the emotion and 
machines of WWII combat in.the Pacific. A magnificent 
240 page manual, complete with detailed historic 
overview of the war, photos, war maps, pilot profiles, air 
combat tactics of the era and over 26 pages of aircraft 
illustrations. This one could well outfly Falcon 3... 

« FORMAT: IBM 
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(OCEAN) 
“Thing”, Morticia, Gomez, all your favourite 
characters from the age-old TV series and the 
soon to be released blockbuster movie from 
Paramount Pictures are re-created in this 
totally spooky arcade adventure from Ocean. 
The Addams family have been evicted! To save 
their home from Tully Alford, the family 
attorney who is after the family fortune, 
Morticia, Lurch, Granny, Pugsley and 

j Wednesday have gone to the house to reason 
with him, But when Gomez arrives, his family 

THEY’ RE ‘is missing! 
As Gomez, you must save your loved ones, 

Fie your home and your loads of 
00K wealth, You may even get.“ 

DS we, M some‘Thing’ tohelp you- . . 

i cM: first}"Get a move on... It's why: 
ee A ee... all Up to you in this thrill-a 
i alt p> 7". — second adventure. 
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CARD 1000 
FRESH SOY TE TI ARTY, 

SOUND SO RICHIT HAD TO BE CALLED GOLD! 
ola tabacid mys be lags 

~ It could only come from Ad Lib® - 

There’s an ever-growing family of Gold sound products - 
including unique add-on kits and modules - to give you more 
flexibility and expandability than you'll find in any other sound card. 

Also included Is a large assortment of Ad Lib Gold software to 
make Ad Lib Gold even more fun and productive for you. 

Just compare Ad Lib Gold with other sound cards and you'll 
soon see that when It comes to fantastic PC sound, nothing's as 
tich as Gold. 
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TWHIGHT 2000 
The year is 2000... Poland has been @ battlefield for three 
years, devastated by the brutal charges, and merciless 
tactics of Warsaw Pact and NATO forces. Weaponry, 
explosives and military vehicles lie in the wake, 
Twilight 2000 thrusts you into a dark but realistic vision 
of the aftermath of World War il: Radiation, famine and 
disease are rampant. The only luxury is survival itself... 
* FORMAT: AMIGA, IBM 

Cie eas (WCROPROSE) 
in Medieval Germany, reality is more than 
fantasy! Set in 15th Century Medieval Germany, 
Darklands will display the realism and challenge 

simulations. 

Lead your heroic band aginst bo blood-thirsty robber 
knights, witches, dragons and 
FORMAT: IBM 

GUY SPY (READYSOFT) 
Guy Spy is a break-through in adventure gaming 
featuring full-screen animated characters that are 
completely under your control! With over 1,000 frames of 
animation, five megabytes of graphic data and original 
music and sound effects. 
As the government's most trusted agent, your orders are 
simple: stop Von Max at any cost...before it's too late! 
+ FORMAT: AMIGA, IBM, ATARI, C64 
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ROBOQCOPR-3 (OCEAN) 
The epic saga of Robocop continues in the final days of 
old Detroil. New Robotic Ninja mercenaries exist, 
‘ensuring that Robocop doesn't rest. 
The game uses many of the film's action sequences, 
including jetpack flying, the car chase and the alleyway 
shoot-out, Uses 3-D vector graphics combined with 
interactive backgrounds. 

FORMAT: ATARI, AMIGA, IBM 

RCT ah (ACCOLADE) 
The Jaws of Cerberus, a fantasy role-playing sequel. 
“This time players are on a mission to. rescue Elvira from 
the ghastly Cerberus - a 60-foot tall, three-headed demon 
who holds her captive somewhere in the depths of a 
huge film studio. 
The game features more locales and more griesome and 

« FORMAT: AMIGA, IBM 

EP (OCEAN 
A Supemova threatens Home Planet with destruction - 
their only hope, exodus to another planet on the far side 
of the Neutral Zone, guarded by the Rexxon battlefleet. 
You control the lone Starfighter. Your task: save the 
Human Race from total destruction. 
The depth of gameplay and graphics are of a truly 
stunning standard. 
+ FORMAT: AMIGA, IBM, ATARI 
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ECO-QUEST (SIERRA) 
THE SEARCH FOR CETUS: Join the crusade to save the 
environment. Young Adam, and Deplineus, his dolphin 
friend, battle the terrors of toxic. wastes, oil spills, fish 
nels and a multitude of other frighteningly dangerous 
environment hazards. 
The 256 colour grephics, $-D animated adventure has all 
the ection, extensive research and attention to detail 
found in all Sierra gemes. 
« FORMAT: IBM 

DL Redstone Os (ACCOLADE) 
WOE CRA ee 
Experience the total rush of the ultimate athletic 
challenge. You will want to ski-a little faster; jump a little 
farther, From the downhill’s adrenalin plunge to the 
tazors edge of the Luge, it's the most realistic simulation 
ot its Kind, Athletes were videotaped for each event to 
create an amazing sense of speed and realism. 
» FORMAT: IBM 

Le Chuck's Revenge: Unbeknownst to Guybrush, 
AN LeChuck was only temporarily fizzled. Now he's back with 
dal a vengeance, and he’s looking to settle the score! 
+), ©” The rich game experience is enhanced by digitised 256- 
wa NE colour VGA graphics, advanced animation techniques 
A Xo and a technologically advanced sound system, 
wHONGES FORMAT: IBM 
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